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	 The holidays are officially upon us.  At the heart of the holidays are gatherings.  
Gatherings of family, gatherings with friends, and gatherings with fellow employees at the 
annual Christmas party are all intricately woven into the celebration of this time of year.

This year, of course, with a virus raging across the globe, we know that gatherings are the 
worst thing we can do.  This creates quite a predicament.  I can write paragraphs of lamentations 
regarding how CoVid-19 is ruining the 2020 holiday season; but, instead, perhaps as an exercise 
to work on my own frame of mind, we need to list the things for which we can be thankful this 
year.

If we are honest, we must be thankful for technology. Even though we know that in-
person learning works best for most students, without online learning, there would have been no 
learning at all.  I remember asking myself last spring what would we have done if this pandemic 
had occurred in 1985.  Likely, we would have just had to cancel the rest of year and hope for a 
better fall.

Technology has also allowed us to make it a relatively simple matter to meet and plan our 
response to the pandemic.  While having a meeting where everyone's face is reduced to a small 
square on a screen can be somewhat annoying, it's better than the alternative of multiple 
individual conversations.

I am thankful to have the leadership team in place in the school district that we have. This 
is a group of highly competent individuals who get the job done no matter what. They have 
sacrificed hundreds of hours since this pandemic has begun to analyze the situation, brainstorm 
solutions, and work endless hours to implement those solutions.  There has been no complaining 
or whining though there certainly has been cause to.

I am grateful for our teachers.  They have been pushed out of their comfort zone and 
forced to adapt their skills and talents in a way they never intended.  I liken it to an accomplished 
opera singer being forced to make a living as a heavy metal singer.   A trained singer can sing 
just about any style, but there is a reason they usually stick to one style.  Our teachers have 
adapted well and our students have benefited.

I'm grateful for our Transportation Department.  I have dubbed our transportation 
manager, Nancy Ekstrom, as Saint Nancy.  Most transportation managers, when presented the 
idea of half days for students, would have simply said, “ No way! “ But Nancy said, “I think I 
can make it work." And that she did.  Following her leadership, the drivers have taken on the 
challenge of additional time and additional routes to do their jobs.  They deal with increased 
cleaning protocols and the additional rules for students to follow.  We are fortunate to have such 
a dedicated group.

Maintenance staff, cleaning staff and office staff have all faced new challenges which 
they have met with grace and enthusiasm.  And, our cafeteria workers have endured a crazy new 
approach to doing lunch which started in spring, changed for summer, changed again for fall and 
has yet another variation for the upcoming 4 online days online!  And they all keep taking it in 
stride.

I am grateful for our Board of Education who has offered guidance and embraced the idea 
of having a medical person with us for this journey.  It has made all the difference.

I also want to thank our wonderful community.  Parents have dealt with their children 
learning at home and have been understanding and accepting of all the things we have had to do.  
And, community leaders have come together in various ways to make sure everyone in the 
community is having their basic needs met.
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At the end of “How the Grinch Stole Christmas,” the Grinch is shocked that “every Who 
down in Whoville” is steadfast in their celebration of Christmas, even without all the physical 
elements he thought made Christmas.  So, though we can’t gather this year, let’s take a lesson 
from every Who:   “Christmas Day will always be.  Just as long as we have we.”  Even apart, we 
still have each other.


